
Pre-Reading Activity

Divide students into three groups and your room into three stations. At each station
have a poster at each station. Have children move from each station and brainstorm
together the answers to the following questions:

Station 1: What do you know, if  anything, about Jackie Robinson?

Station 2: What is discrimination? List any examples you can think of?

Station 3: What is the history of  Major League Baseball?

After each group has visited all three stations, discuss each poster before beginning
to read the first chapter.
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This guide meets the
following common
core standards:

INFORMATIONAL TEXT—
KEY IDEAS AND DETAILS

2. Determine the main idea of
a text and explain how it is
supported by key details;
summarize the text.

3. Explain events, procedures,
ideas, or concepts in a
historical, scientific, or
technical text, including
what happened and why,
based on specific
information in the text.

READING: LITERATURE

3. Describe in depth a
character, setting, or event
in a story or drama,
drawing on specific details
in the text (e.g., a character’s
thoughts, words, or actions).

READING: FOUNDATIONS

4. Use context to confirm or
self-correct word
recognition and
understanding, rereading as
necessary.
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Comprehension

Being able to summarize a chapter is a key skill for comprehension. Explain to your
students that a summary is the BIG IDEA in the chapter or the POINT. It’s probably
what they would tell a friend who forgot to do the reading/homework.

Have students work together to find quotes from the text that explain the following
facts and terms:

Comprehension

Have students create a web about Jackie Robinson as they read the text. They 
should look for specific and important facts about his childhood, his influence on
professional baseball, and evidence of  his character and personality. Once webs are
completed, have them compare the information collected in pairs and revise.

Important facts or terms: A quote from the book that explains it:

April 15, 1947, was an important
day in baseball history.

In the 1940s, people were not
treated equally.

Some fans treated Jackie
Robinson badly.

Jackie earns his fans.

The negro leagues lose
popularity.

Chapter: A two sentence summary of what
happened:

Important details from the
chapter:
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Vocabulary

New word: What I think it means from
the context:

I can use it in a new
sentence:

It’s hard to take insults
without fighting back. 
(p. 9)

But they were afraid no
white fans would ever
watch ordinary black
Americans play baseball.
(p. 13)

But he knew it took more
than raw talent to make a
powerhouse of a club. 
(p. 20)

And it brought the
American Giants lots of
victories. (p. 22)

He used to earn money
carrying people’s satchels
at the train station. (p. 25)

But he was such a great
all-around athlete that he
could play any position. 
(p. 28)

He would not play in any
city where he and his
teammates could not get
a decent hotel and a
decent meal. (p. 22)
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Tracie Vaughn Zimmer, author and literacy specialist, created this guide. 
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Book List

For more titles, visit StepIntoReading.com
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